Training people to voluntarily suppress motor representations could improve response 27 control. We evaluated a novel training procedure of real-time feedback of motor evoked 28 potentials (MEPs) generated by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over motor cortex.
INTRODUCTION

46
Inhibitory response control (hereafter, Inhibitory Control, IC) refers to the neural 47 processes by which individuals suppress movement. IC is thought to be implemented by 48 top-down (prefrontal) 
183
to modulate MEPs to a cued stimulus (Figure 2A , Table 1 ).
184
To examine pre-TMS excitability, the same ANOVA was run for the pre-TMS EMG.
185
There was a significant effect of Session Half (F 1,13 =6.690, d=0.50, p=.011) -with EMG 186 being greater for the first half than second half -no effect of Cue (F 1,13 =2.090, d=0.27, n.s.) , 187 no effect of Recorded Muscle (F 1,13 <1, d=0.09), and no interactions (all F 1,13 <1). This raised 188 the possibility that differences in pre-TMS EMG may account for some of the above MEP 
204
conditions and no condition difference (paired t 13 =1.143, n.s.).
205
In summary, participants could indeed selectively reduce the excitability of a muscle, 206 as manifest in the significant main effect of Cue. Moreover, this effect was particularly 207 apparent in the last half of the experiment (as would be expected of a training effect), and 208 importantly, this was unconfounded by pre-TMS EMG activation.
209
When queried about effective mental suppression strategies, participants reported 210 imagining the particular muscle "going numb" or "going on ice" or "thinking away" from the 211 cued muscle to an alternative muscle (e.g. thinking about moving the pinky when told to 212 "suppress index").
213
While the results of this study were striking, the question arises whether the 214 proactive selective suppression was specifically due to the veridical feedback procedure. In Thirty healthy right-handed participants were randomly assigned to either a "real-224 feedback group" or "sham-feedback" group (see below for gender and age distributions).
225
Consenting, screening and payment were the same as above. 
238
Participants then engaged in 10-12 blocks (depending on fatigue or time limitations) 239 of the suppression task, identical in presentation and timing to Experiment 1. A key 240 difference, however, was that the unknowing participant was randomly assigned to either a 241 "real-feedback" group, for whom the feedback accurately reflected hand MEPs on a 242 particular trial (as in Experiment 1), or a "sham-feedback" group. Feedback for each 243 participant in the "sham-feedback" group was matched to a previous participant in the "real-244 feedback" group, such that each group experienced the same frequency of positive ("Good 245 Job") and negative ("Try Again") feedback. The experimenter was also blind to group 246 assignment except for the first participant (who must necessarily be in the "real-feedback" 247 group) and the last participant (who must necessarily be in the "sham-feedback" group). A 248 mixed model ANOVA was run with the factors Cued state [whether a muscle was cued for 249 suppression or not] and Group. We treated the two groups as independent rather than 250 paired samples when doing t-tests.
251
After task completion, all participants were asked what strategies they had used and 252 whether they felt they improved in their suppression ability. The real-time TMS procedure was identical to Experiment 1. Since there was now no 256 difference between index and pinky in suppression of MEPs, we pooled these into two 257 conditions "Cued Modulation" (FDI modulation on "Suppress Index" trials and ADM 258 modulation on "Suppress Pinky" trials) and "Uncued Modulation" (FDI modulation on 259 "Suppress Pinky" trials and ADM modulation on "Suppress Index" trials). Trials were 260 excluded if the pre-TMS EMG trace exceeded 10µV (10.6±11.6 trials per subject).
261
Standard box-plot analysis of the group data revealed two extreme values in the real 262 feedback group. Since this may have affected the behavior of the two matched sham-263 feedback participants, these sham-feedback participants were also excluded. This left 264 twenty-six participants in the analysis (real feedback group: n=13, 6 males, 7 females, mean 265 age = 20.9±2.4 years; sham-feedback group: n=13, 6 males, 7 females, mean age = 266 20.7±2.3 years, no statistical difference in age). The experimental stimulation intensity was 267 also comparable between groups (Real: 48.3±9.5% vs. Sham: 49.8±8.5%, t<1).
269
RESULTS
271
We now asked if it was specifically the feedback that enabled participants to develop 272 a mental strategy for motor suppression. A mixed-model ANOVA with Group (Real-vs.
273
Sham-Feedback) X Cued state (Cued vs. Uncued) revealed a significant Group X Cued
274
State interaction (F 1,24 =4.394, d=0.86, p=.047) ( Figure 2B , Table 2 ). There was also a 275 significant effect of Group (F 1,24 =11.313, d=1.37, p=.003), but no effect of Cued State 276 (F 1,24 <1, d=0.04). There were no significant effects or interactions when the above mixed-277 model ANOVA was applied to the pre-TMS EMG (all F 1,24 <1), showing that preparatory 278 activation cannot account for the above results.
279
To follow up the Group X Cued State interaction, MEP analyses were done 280 separately for each group. In the Real-feedback group, participants significantly reduced the 
293
In summary, the Real-Feedback group was able to reduce MEPs below baseline in 294 the cued condition (an effect seen in 11 out of 13 participants), whereas this was not the 295 case for the Sham-Feedback group (where only 4 of 13 participants showed the below-296 baseline effect).
297
In the Real-Feedback group, nine of the thirteen participants reported trying to 298 suppress by diverting attention away from the cued finger to another finger of the hand. The 299 other four reported a mix of imagining the cued finger going on ice, commanding the cued 300 finger to stop, tensing the cued finger, or daydreaming. Six felt they improved, six were not 301 sure, and one felt there was no improvement. In the Sham-Feedback group, six of the 302 thirteen participants reported trying to suppress by diverting attention away from the cued 303 finger to another finger of the hand; three participants reported trying to tense the cued 304 finger, two reported directly commanding the finger to stop, and two reported other 305 strategies. Eight felt they improved, three were not sure, and two thought there was no 306 improvement.
307
The results of the Real-Feedback group in this study were striking in replicating 308 those of Experiment 1. However, an alternative possibility is that the proactive selective 309 suppression is not due to veridical TMS feedback so much as the subject practicing mental 310 imagery. For example, an earlier study showed that participants could dampen the 311 excitability in the hand using motor imagery (Sohn et al. 2003 
325
Our prediction in this study was a null effect: i.e. that mental imagery alone would not 326 be effective for proactive selective suppression, even when incentivized by money.
327
Accordingly, it was important that the experimenter was blind to the study's purpose. We 328 trained a research assistant (CL) for this purpose, and she acquired all the data. Participants 329 were given the same written list of strategies as in Experiment 2 and then engaged in 12 330 blocks of the suppression task, as before. Now, however, trial-by-trial feedback was not 331 provided. Instead, $0.05 was accumulated for each trial corresponding to a "Good Job!" trial 332 in the feedback paradigm (i.e. cued finger excitability reduced below baseline and more 333 negative than uncued finger excitability reduction). Participants were informed of total 
354
Consistent with our hypothesis that veridical trial-by-trial feedback is needed, there 355 was now no significant reduction of Cued finger excitability below baseline (Cued
356
Modulation: -4.7±36.5%, t 13 <1, d=0.13) nor was the Uncued finger excitability significantly 357 different from baseline (Uncued Modulation: 21.7±60.2%, t 13 =1. 352, d=0.36, n.s.) . The null 358 result for Cued finger suppression was unlikely due to weak power: we estimated that 375 359 participants would be needed to have 80% power to show a significant below-baseline Cued 360 finger modulation reduction.
361
There was a trend towards selective control (Cued vs. Uncued, t 13 =2.104, d=0.56, 362 p=.06) ( Figure 2C , Table 2 ); however, rather than reflecting selective suppression (as for 363 Expts 1 and 2) this may have reflected the trend towards greater pre-TMS EMG in the
364
Uncued condition compared to the Cued condition (t 13 =1.824, d=0.49, p=.09).
365
When directly comparing the current subjects with the Real-Feedback group in 366 Experiment 2, there was indeed a difference for the Cued condition with moderate effect 367 size although this was not significant (t 25 =1.335, d=0.52, n.s.), reflecting relatively poor 368 power for a between-group comparison. There was no significant Uncued finger modulation 369 from baseline (t 25 <1, d=0.23). There were no differences between groups between pre-TMS 370 EMG in either the Cued (t 25 <1) or Uncued (t 25 <1) conditions.
371
In summary, when the participants underwent the very same procedure as in 372 Experiments 1 and 2 but now without trial-by-trial feedback, they could not learn to suppress 373 a particular response, even though they were motivated by monetary reward to do their 374 best.
375
Thirteen of the fourteen participants reported trying to suppress by diverting attention 
379
Thus, this Experiment showed that that mere motor imagery was not sufficient to 380 lead to cued suppression, even when incentivized by monetary reward.
382
DISCUSSION
383
We tested whether real-time feedback of TMS-derived MEPs allows participants to 384 discover a mental strategy that is effective for suppressing a particular muscle. Experiment 1 385 14 showed that by the latter half of the training period, participants could effectively reduce the 386 motor excitability of a particular hand muscle below a resting baseline when cued to 387 'suppress' that muscle. Since this reduction occurred only in the cued muscle in the absence 388 of pre-TMS EMG activity, this reduction in excitability likely reflects a voluntary 'suppression' The absence of motor suppression in Experiment 3 is at odds with the motor imagery study 402 of Sohn, et al. (2003) . They demonstrated reduced hand muscle excitability when 403 participants were instructed to engage in mental relaxation techniques in the absence of 404 visual feedback. Yet a key difference in paradigms was that in ours, participants were 405 required to engage in selective motor control (suppression of a specific cued finger rather 406 than the hand in general), which prevented them from possibly relying on a strategy of non-407 specifically increasing motor excitability on baseline trials (and thus leading to an apparent 408 reduction of excitability on non-baseline trials). We suppose that selective response 409 suppression is more complicated mechanistically than generalized relaxation and may thus 410 require training with veridical feedback. It is also noteworthy that Sohn et al. (2003) used 
411
TMS stimulation at 140% RMT during their mental-relaxation paradigm (much larger than 412 the 110% RMT used here) which surely causes the fingers to 'jump'; therefore, participants 413 could use the perceived level of that sensation as a method for actual trial-by-trial feedback.
414
In that sense, their result may not have been based on pure motor imagery. By contrast,
415
although participants in the present study experienced a small twitch, the sham-feedback 416 and no-feedback controls of Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrate clearly that participants were 417 unable to use the perceived sensation of this twitch as a form of trial-by-trial feedback. 
437
There are however some concerns with this 'motor surround' explanation. Although 438 this account predicts activation of the alternate finger, e.g. the index when suppressing the 439 pinky, this was not clear from the data (i.e. Figure 2 shows no significant elevation from 440 baseline in the Real-Feedback Uncued condition). However, we only recorded MEPs from 441 the index and pinky, and it is possible that excitability in other motor effectors was elevated.
442
Interestingly, participants in Experiment 3 also mostly reported relying on thinking away from 443 the cued muscle yet did not show reliable motor suppression. It is thus possible that the 444 above verbalized strategy does not correspond to the underlying physiological mechanism.
445
Instead of using a motor surround inhibition mechanism, which relies first on activating an 446 alternative motor effector to suppress another, participants might instead have directly 447 targeted suppression at the cued effector. Such a mechanism could depend on cortico-448 striatal signaling to bring about top-down (prefrontally-driven) suppression of particular basal 449 ganglia 'motor channels' via the classical Indirect Pathway, leading to downstream 450 16 suppression of the M1; such top-down control has been suggested by recent studies using 451 action-stopping paradigms (Majid et al. 2013; Smittenaar et al. 2013; Vink et al. 2014) .
453
Study Novelty and Future Directions 454 Our method contrasts with earlier studies that have attempted to train IC using paradigms 455 where people must rapidly stop in response to an external signal. One such study showed a 456 modest 20ms improvement of stopping speed over the course of ten sessions of Stop- 461 Logan and Burkell 1986; and reviewed by Spierer et al. 2013) . It is possible that these 462 effects are inconsistent (and only modest when they occur) because these studies engage a 463 "reactive" form of IC, where sudden stopping in response to an external signal is already too 464 rapid to allow for much improvement with training (Spierer et al. 2013) . Moreover, even if 465 that system can be trained, the behavioral benefit of training may not be generalizable to 466 real-world situations that require IC in the absence of clear external signals to stop. Rather, 467 these real-world situations may benefit from training a more "proactive" form of IC (as we 468 use here), where one suppresses the motor system before any need arises. Such proactive 469 IC training may be more feasible because participants must consciously apply mental 470 strategies (also known as 'implementation intentions,' see Burkard et al. 2013 ) before overt 471 behavior, in a way that is not under speed pressure.
472
Further work is necessary to establish the functional benefit of training using this 473 paradigm. This could be attempted, for instance, by coupling the selective training of motor 474 suppression described here with behavioral tasks of selective stopping for which advanced 475 motor suppression of a particular effector might facilitate subsequent complex responses to 476 a stop-signal (for a task example, see Cai et al. 2011; Majid et al. 2013 
480
The motor suppression trained in this present study also differs from phenomena 481 observed in other TMS studies that have previously shown suppression of a muscle when 482 cued to possibly stop later in a trial or when preparing to select a response (Cai et al. 2011; Duque and Ivry 2009; Labruna et al. 2014; Majid et al. 2013 Raw MEP amplitude is mean amplitude of the motor evoked potentials for a given condition.
510
Pre-TMS EMG is the root-mean-square average of the electromyographic trace for 100ms 511 preceding TMS delivery. 
513
